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Changes Abound at OCD Session
Michael A. Himes, 33º

The 2016 Ohio Council of Deliberation was held in at the Akron
Fairlawn Hilton on June 3 and 4, 2016. Friday afternoon featured a
presentation by Chuck Underwood about America’s generations and
how each generation relates to our organization. This was followed by
comments from our Deputy for Ohio, Ill. and R.W. Bro. Douglas N.
Kaylor, 33º, and the Grand Master of Masons in Ohio, Ill. and M.W.
Bro. Robert C. Rill, 33º.
The highlight of the evening banquet was the ceremony honoring the Meritorious Service Award recipients for this year. Wor. Bro.
Truman Long and Bro. R. Edward Umbach were recognized for their
contributions to the Valley of Cincinnati.
Wor. Bro. Truman Long, MSA, with
The business portion of OCD was held on Saturday morning.
his wife, Patty
The MSA recipients for 2017 were announced, and representing
our Valley will be Wor. Bro. Rodney Hummer and Wor. Bro. Roger
Watkins. They will be invested with their new office on June 3, 2017 in
Dayton, OH.
There were several changes in personnel this year, with Ill. and
R.W. Bro. Gary L. McElfresh, 33º stepping down as Deputy’s Representative for Toledo and Ill. Bro. Kraig Walker, 33º leaving the post of
Prior. They were replaced by Ill. and R.W. Bro. Trent Dominique, 33º
and Ill. and R.W. Bro. J. Randolph Clark, 33º, respectively.
Additionally, Ill. and M.W. Bro. James M. Williamson, 33º retired
from the post of secretary of the Ohio Council of Deliberation, and
will be replaced by Ill. and R.W. Bro. George A. Seabeck, 33º, secretary
of the Valley of Akron. A vote was passed raising the OCD per capita
Bro. R. Edward Umbach, MSA, with
from $1.00 to $2.00, to be implemented starting with the 2017-2018
his wife, Sally
year. The next Ohio Council of Deliberation session will be held on
June 3, 2017 at the Dayton Masonic Center. This will be a one-day event, so the schedule will be entirely
different from previous years. This change is being made in an effort to cut costs and to make the event
more inspirational, convenient, and enjoyable for all in attendance.
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A Message from the Executive Director
Robert W. Dumford, 33º

For the past three years, I have been communicating off and on about the decision of the Board of Trustees
to look into our future building needs. We entered into a contract with Cassidy Turley, which is now Cushman Wakefield. It was determined that while we all have the best interests of the Valley in mind, an outside,
objective assessment from an industry professional was the best way to secure accurate due diligence for
the Board and members of the Valley of Cincinnati. Cushman Wakefield has looked into the scenarios we
guided them to, and have reported back to your Board with answers to help us delineate a direction for the
physical home to the Valley of Cincinnati and its tenants. The options investigated were:
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1: Remain in a portion of the building, sell, and lease back;
2: Remain in the entire building, sell, and lease back;
3: Remain in the building and lease a portion to increase cash flow and revenue;
4: Sell and have a building constructed on site (own or lease); or
5: Sell and move to a new location (existing building or build-to-suit).

HOSPITALER

Our current building, including the Taft Theatre, is 353,000 square feet, and our needs are about 35,000 to
50,000 square feet. The current edifice is almost 90 years old, and would require numerous life-safety-code
updates; ADA improvements; structural changes; and mechanical, electrical, and plumbing upgrades, all of
which cost a substantial amount of money. We are currently dependent on income from our investments to
balance the budget. Unfortunately, the investment portfolio has not been able to keep up with our needs,
and we are spending principal to pay our operations as a result. We do have income from the Taft Theatre,
Fifth & Broadway parking lot, and outside rentals, and have been approved for property-tax abatement on
three of the seven parcels making up our real-estate holdings. This given, there is still not enough income to
sustain our costs, which have already been cut about $200,000 in the past five years.
Cushman Wakefield is contracted by the Valley of Cincinnati in an Exclusive Sales Listing Agreement, and has been working very diligently to find interest in the Cincinnati Masonic Center. The fiduciary
duty of your Board is to see that the Valley of Cincinnati is serving its members and that will always be the
driving force in their decision process.
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Freemasons in Stereo

By Ymelda Rivera Laxton, assistant curator, Scottish Rite Masonic Museum & Library
The Scottish Rite Masonic Museum & Library has more than 50 Masonic
and fraternal stereocards in our photograph collection. Stereocards, also
known as stereoviews or stereographic views, are comprised of two identical
photographic prints mounted on card stock. They are viewed through a
stereoscope in order to produce a three-dimensional image.
One highlight from our collection depicts Freemasons at the Acropolis in Athens. The intriguing stereocard, titled “Masons at the Acropolis,
Athens,” shows 40 men standing in front of the ruins of the Acropolis. Each
man in the photograph has a number on his suit and wears a white apron.
Who are these Freemasons?
What year was this photograph taken? We are in the
process of researching these
questions and have found some
information to help in identify
the date.
A maker’s stamp on
the card reads “H.C. White
Company / Burlington,
VT / The Artisque Coleur
Stereograph /Patented April
14, 1903.” Hawley C. White
(1848-1925) created the H.C.
White Company in New York
City in 1870. Hawley, a former
spectacle lens manufacturer,
moved the company to Bennington, Vermont, in 1874.
The company was the primary
producer of stereographs and
stereoviews in the United
States in the late 1800s and early 1900s.
H.C. White Co. was well known for their “Travel Tour” collections
featuring stereoview book sets featuring travel adventures from around the
world. White used original negatives specifically photographed for the company between 1899 and 1901 to print the company’s first stereoviews.
White retired in 1915, as stereoviews began to decline in popularity.

He sold his negative stock to Keystone Publishing and began manufacturing and selling “Kiddie Kars,” a popular children’s tricycle. This information
helps us date the stereocard between 1899 and 1915.
The title of the stereocard does not appear to be original to the card, so,
who were these Masons and why were they gathered at the Acropolis? There
is a record of Masons providing financial relief efforts to Greece after a devastating earthquake in 1894. There are also photographs of Greek Masons
gathering at the Acropolis during the Greco Turkish War (1919-1922), also
referred to as the Asia Minor Catastrophe or Western Front of the Turkish
War of Independence. The
time frame of these two events
does not correspond with the
date the card was created and
we don’t believe this image is
related to either event.
The Supreme Council
of Greece participated in the
1907 International Conference of Supreme Councils
in Brussels, Belgium. There
is a possibility this mystery
Masonic group was related to
that conference.
We are calling all history
enthusiasts to help us further
identify this photograph.
Email Ymelda Rivera Laxton,
assistant curator, at ylaxton@
srmml.org, with information
or ideas.
To see more images from
our Stereocard collection, please visit our Museum Flickr page at: www.
flickr.com/photos/digitalsrmml/sets or search our online catalog at: www.
monh.org/collections/online-collections/.
Above: Masons at the Acropolis, Athens, Greece, 1899-1915, H.C. White Co.,
Bennington, VT, Gift of Michael T. Heitke, Collection of the Scottish Rite
Masonic Museum & Library, 2013.036.69.

Valley Welcomes New Officers at Annual Meeting
Meet the recently elected and appointed officers for the Valley of Cincinnati

The Valley of Cincinnati’s annual meeting, held at the Cincinnati Masonic Center on May 12, 2016, featured the election, appointment, and installation of
officers for 2016-2017.
Gibulum Lodge of Perfection
Michael C. Bartholomew was elected Thrice Potent Master, Gibulum Lodge of Perfection. Also elected were Michael R. Stewart, Deputy Master; and Ben P.
Rosenfield, Senior Warden. Appointments were Craig S. Simonton, Junior Warden; Bradley A. Toft, Orator; and M. Jack Lennon, Master of Ceremonies.
Dalcho Council, Princes of Jerusalem
Thomas N. Thinnes was elected Sovereign Prince, Dalcho Council, Princes of Jerusalem. Also elected were Timothy A. Shannon, High Priest; and J. Greg
Stanley, Senior Warden. Appointments were Ralph E. McLemore, Jr., Junior Warden; Randy C. Adams, Master of Ceremonies; and Joe R. Troxell, Master of
Entrances.
Cincinnati Chapter of Rose Croix
Richard A. Dickerscheid was elected Most Wise Master, Cincinnati Chapter of Rose Croix. Also elected were Todd S. Neumann, Senior Warden; and Brian M.
Carlson, Junior Warden. Appointments were Robert C. Welch, Orator; Larry A. Gillinger, Master of Ceremonies; and Tyler M. Perry, Captain of the Guard.
Ohio Consistory
Jeffrey A. Bickel was elected Commander-in-Chief, Ohio Consistory, SPRS. Also elected were A. Brian McIntosh, First Lieutenant Commander; and Brent
D. Gross, Second Lieutenant Commander. Appointments were Cameron A. Shandersky, Orator; Ross G. Sherman, Chancellor; Ernest W. Brown, Master of
Ceremonies; and William T. Mallard, Jr., Engineer and Seneschal.
Four-Body Officers and Trustees
Fraternal Secretary Michael A. Himes, 33º, was re-elected. Ronald W. Zemites, 33º, was elected treasurer. Keith L. Clepper was re-elected Tyler. K. Douglas
Akers, 33º, remains chairman of the Board of Trustees. He is joined on the Board of Trustees by at-large members Donald E. Hoffman, 33º; William M. Judd
II, 33º; Jeffrey P. Waltz, 33º; and Thomas E. Uhl. All elected and appointed officers and trustees were duly installed by Ill. Bro. M. Todd McIntosh, 33º, Active
Member of the Supreme Council, resident in Cincinnati.

Fall Kickoff Returns to Cub World
The Valley of Cincinnati’s popular Fall Kickoff event gets rolling at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, September 8, 2016.
The program will again be held at Cub World, 6035 Price Rd., Loveland, OH 45140, and hosted by the Sixth
District Scottish Rite Club.
The event begins with registration, social time, and games until 6:30 p.m. Dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m., followed by a program featuring Bro. Kevin T. Miles, Clermont County Municipal Court Judge, and
member of The Valley of Cincinnati AASR. Come out and enjoy some great food (including corn on the cob),
fellowship, and fun.

A Notice about Dues Cards
Several years ago, the Supreme Council started issuing plastic dues cards to all members in the Northern
Masonic Jurisdiction. These cards are intended to last for a minimum of five years, so you will not receive a new
dues card each year.
If you have lost your dues card, please contact the Valley of Cincinnati office so that we can order a new
card for you. Dues cards are sent from Supreme Council headquarters, so there may be a slight delay between
the time that you request your new card and when you receive it. Unfortunately, we cannot control or predict
when the dues cards we order will arrive, so we ask you to please be patient. We will be able to confirm your
membership by other means, should you wish to attend an event before your dues card arrives. If you need
further information, please contact the Scottish Rite office at 513-421-3579 or 800-561-3579.

CDCOC Celebrates 20 Years at Graduation
Sunday, May 15, 2016 was a day of celebration and happy tears. The Norwood Masonic Center was filled with
Children’s Dyslexia Centers of Cincinnati students, parents, tutors, and the Board of Governors. CDCOC
celebrated 20 years of providing specialized, one-on-one tutoring to children, and put the spotlight on this
year’s graduating class.
Not too many cities can boast having one Children’s Dyslexia Center campus, let alone two! Those who
attended were treated to Graeter’s ice cream and listened to students past and present, along with parents and
donors, share their experiences, gratitude, and love for Children’s Dyslexia Centers of Cincinnati.

Style, for men, is a hard thing to grasp—especially
when buying new clothes. The Style Pyramid—Fit,
Fabric, and Style—will help you walk into any store
with a clear idea of what to buy, and you’ll walk out
and into the world with confidence in how you look.

Fit sits at the top of the pyramid. Everything else comes from it. If a garment
doesn’t fit well, none of its other characteristics matter—it’s not going to
look good on you. Fit should always be your first stopping point when you
consider a purchase.
Fabric is key in determining the quality of a piece of clothing. If you’re
not satisfied with the raw material, you’re not going to be all that satisfied
with the finished product. It’s less of an absolute barrier than fit—you can
have many degrees of quality, whereas fit mostly breaks down into good and
bad. That said, fabric is still a crucial consideration.
Style is about your own personal taste and the image you want to
present. If something fits and is well made, but doesn’t give you the look you
want, it’s still not a good purchase.
Work your way through the pyramid in this order when you’re thinking about buying clothes. If something doesn’t fit, stop there. If it fits, but it
seems cheaply made, skip it. And if it fits and is of good quality, but doesn’t
feel right for your style, wait for something more suited to your tastes. When
all three intersect—then it’s time to buy.
Fit is at the top of the pyramid for a reason. The way your clothes sit on
your body affect the way they look to others more than anything else about
them. Think of it as the ultimate fashion triage: does the item in question fit
your body? If not, skip it. It’s not worth wearing, no matter what its other
merits might be.
The most general guideline for a good fit is that it should sit close to
your skin without pinching or constricting. You shouldn’t feel the cloth tugging when you move around, but you also shouldn’t have any loose billowing
or sagging.
In general, you should always be able to slip one or two fingers between
the clothing and your body. But, every piece of clothing is a little different,
so we’ll take a look at how to get the perfect fit for each item separately.
We’ll assume a collared shirt here so that we cover all the bases, but
these guidelines work fine for T-shirts and other non-collared shirts as well.
The only real difference is that a shirt you’ll be wearing untucked can be a
little looser around the stomach and waist without it being noticeable.
The shirt collar should rest on your neck but not pinch it. In the case
of a dress shirt, this should be with the collar button fastened, as if you were
going to wear a necktie. If you can’t do that without feeling constricted, or if
there’s a gap between the cloth and your neck, the fit is off.
The shoulder seams should end right where your shoulders do—the
point where the vertical plane of your bicep intercepts the horizontal plane
of your shoulder. If they don’t reach all the way, or if you’ve got part of the
seam hanging down your bicep, it’s a no-go. This is a tough one for a tailor
to adjust, so if the shoulder fit isn’t good to begin with, it’s usually not worth
buying.
The cuffs should be long enough to cover the large bone in your wrist
(the one directly above your pinky finger). If it’s shorter than that it won’t
show properly beyond a suit or sports jacket sleeve. A straight sleeve or a
slightly tapered one are both fine; the taper gives a better fit for most men.
The hem should fall at least three or four inches past your waist so that
it can tuck in completely. If it has tails in the front and back, rather than an
even hem, make sure the points at the side where the tails come together can
tuck in, as well as the longer tails in front and back. You need the whole shirt
to tuck, not just the longest parts.
The waist is where a lot of guys are wearing too much cloth. If your
torso tapers, your shirt needs to as well. Slim fits can help with that, and it’s
a relatively minor adjustment for a tailor to take the shirt in as long as there
isn’t too much excess fabric. Get as close a fit as you can manage off the rack
and then take it to a tailor if you need more.
Very tall or very short men also need to keep an eye on proportion.
It’s easy for a breast pocket to wind up too far up or down your chest, or for
a collar to be too short for your neck, especially when you’re having things
adjusted. Keep an eye on the details.

Jacket Fit
A jacket gets a little more space off the body than a shirt, but not much.
You’re still trying to avoid gaping open spaces, billowing or hanging cloth,
and anything tight enough to pinch or pull.
Shoulders, like with shirts, have to be well-fitted to begin with. They
can’t be adjusted, generally speaking. Like the shirt, the seam should end
right where your shoulder does, not before the turn or hanging over it.
The chest is usually the only numerical measurement for off-the-rack
jackets. If it’s taken right, the lapels of your jacket should rest comfortably on
your shirt front when you stand, with just enough slack that you can slide a
hand into the inner pocket. If the lapels are hanging far enough forward that
there’s visible space between the shirt and the jacket in your natural resting
pose, it’s too loose.
The waist affects how the buttons close. They should fasten without
any tugging or pressure on the button (it not only looks better, but it’ll also
save you buttons popping off ). The buttoned sides of the jacket should rest
on the shirt beneath them, with the fabrics touching.
The sleeves should fall just a bit shorter than your shirt sleeves. A halfinch of linen is the traditional phrase, but in practice it can vary a bit, so long
as the shirt is visibly longer than the jacket you are just fine.
Length should be at least enough to fall past the curve of your buttocks, rather than resting above it. Your big warning signs with a jacket are
flapping around the lower part, gaps between the jacket and your chest, and
of course, any tugging or tightening when you move. Tightness in the arms
or sides can also show up as wrinkles where the fabric is pinching.
Trouser Fit
It’s good to have your shirt and your jacket flat against your skin at most
places, but your pants—for obvious reasons—need a touch more room than
that. The problem is that most guys go too far and get more room than they
need, going from comfortable to saggy.
Length is pretty easy to judge; a good fit has the trouser legs ending
where they just brush the tops of your shoes, or rest very lightly on them.
This is why you need to bring nice shoes along with you when you go shopping. If you’re not touching the shoe leather at all or you’ve got a pile of
bunched-up cloth resting on it, the fit is off.
The waist should be tight enough that you can’t pull the pants all the
way off without unbuttoning/unzipping the fly. If it’s digging in or bunching
up, it’s too tight. Aim for a fit in between those two. Make sure you’re fitting
the waist where you want to wear it—on slacks, that should be up above the
hips, at the natural waist. Jeans can be a touch lower, closer to the hips.
The rise is the distance from the waistband to the place where the
seams join in the crotch. It should be as close to your body as comfort allows.
A little room for movement is obviously necessary, but a lot of men are wearing pants with two, three, even four or five inches of sag in the crotch. Get
rid of that! You want enough room for everything you’ve got between your
legs, and not much more.
The seat can vary a bit from brand to brand. There’s no real numerical
measurement for it, but it’s another place where you don’t want sag. A loose
trouser seat makes your butt look big and soft. Find a brand that hugs your
cheeks. You want just enough room that you can slip a wallet in comfortably.
Trouser styles can vary pretty widely, so take these as broad guidelines.
Heavier-set men are going to want a little more looseness in the seat than
skinny dudes. Just be sure you’re avoiding anything that’s uncomfortably
tight or so big you can make the extra fabric sway by swinging your hips
around.
Product information can sometimes help you here, but it’s just as often
misleading—things like thread count can be measured in different ways, and
some merchants are more honest about it than others.
Inspecting Fabric
In general, if all you have to go on is the actual garment itself, look for the
following key qualities:
Construction If it’s cotton, it should be all cotton. If it’s wool, it
should be all wool. A percentage point or two of synthetics may be fine (it’s
common in stretch clothing, for example, and some wools will come with a
small amount of synthetic blended in for mildew resistance), but if the blend

goes much lower than 95% base material, it’s probably cheap fabric.
Appropriate weight This can vary. If it’s a summer shirt, the weave
should be loose and made from fine threads. If it’s a three-season suit, it
should be made from sturdy wool, and you should be able to feel the weight
in your hands. Avoid anything that seems flimsy, especially in trousers and
jackets. You want those to have enough heft that they drape smoothly when
you wear them. Too light and they’ll wrinkle and billow.
Even weave Check for little knots or imperfections in the surface of
the cloth. You don’t want those little bumps, and you definitely don’t want
holes or snags. Not all fabrics are smooth—seersucker, for example, is going
to be distinctly dimpled—but they should be even. If some bumps are bigger
than others, or the spacing is uneven, you’ve got a problem.
Inspect and look for the details in clothing If they are there you can
bet the manufacturer did right in places you can’t see. Inspect and look for
the details, such as a boutonniere latch on a jacket. If they are there, you can
bet the manufacturer did right in places you can’t see.
Inspecting Construction
We say fabric because it’s convenient and easy to remember, but it’s worth
taking a look at the rest of the construction as well. It’s less common for
manufacturers to make shoddy clothing out of good cloth, but it’s not unheard of. Jeans are particularly common offenders; beware of all USA denim
that’s then made into jeans in the Philippines or Malaysia or somewhere
known for lower-quality goods.
Stitching is a good place to check for basic quality assurance. If there
are loose thread ends or wobbly stitches, the garment probably wasn’t made
with much care or checked very closely. You can safely expect that to result
in a lower quality (and lifespan) overall.
Hemming at the cuffs and edges are another good place to look for unevenness or imperfections. If the hem has wrinkles or folds in it, or is wider
in some places than others, you’re not looking at a very well-made garment.
Materials on the detailing are another good clue. Are the buttons
Mother-of-Pearl or plastic? Are the zippers thick brass or flimsy plastic? Are
the rivets (blue jeans) evenly-stamped and sturdy? Think twice before buying anything that cuts corners on those small details.
Style
Style is the hardest of these three to define. Does the item say what you want
it to? If the answer is yes, then it suits your style. Try to think about it in
terms of your existing wardrobe. Look at the purchase you’re considering
and imagine pairing it with the clothes you already own. If you can come
up with a half-dozen different outfits, it’s a safe bet that it goes with your
current style.
If you can’t think of any pairings, that’s not grounds for automatic
rejection, but it does mean you should think hard about how you’d use the
item. It’s alright to break new ground—in a way, it’s ideal. We should all
update our style from time to time. But do it realistically. If you’re going to
leave it hanging in your closet for 360 days out of the year, it’s probably not a
good investment.
Keep in mind, too, that some new styles may require you to purchase
several items at once. Not a problem if you’re willing to do it—just be honest
with yourself. Only commit to new looks that you’re pretty sure you’re going
to wear regularly and confidently. A good final question to ask yourself is,
Does this improve my look?
Conclusion
The three-step style pyramid is deliberately simple. You’re going to have
more choices, more questions, and more decisions to make than this overview gives you. But it’s a good starting point—and, more importantly, it’s
a good stopping point. If something fails one of these three basic tests, you
probably don’t want it in your wardrobe. So always ask yourself: Is the fit
good? Is the fabric decent? Does it suit my style? If you’ve got a no in there
anywhere, skip it. There will be better clothes some other day.

Reprinted with permission from The Art of Manliness, artofmanliness.com.

A Big Win for Cincinnati

Our Valley emerged victorious at the annual OCD golf outing
Ohio Council of Deliberation sponsors a golf outing each year in June for
Scottish Rite members and their friends and family. This year’s event was
held at the York Golf Club in Columbus, OH on Monday, June 27, 2016.
We are proud to announce that one of our teams from the Valley of
Cincinnati, consisting of Johnny Carson, Rusty Fischer, Jim Marshall, and
Aaron Robinson, won the event this year. The tournament is a four-man,
best-ball scramble, and the winning team finished up with a score of 59 (12
under par) on a very difficult and beautiful golf course.
Proceeds from the golf outing help fund special events and programs
offered by the statewide OCD Membership Committee, which is chaired by
Ill. Bro. Robert Dumford, 33º. The OCD Golf Committee chairman is Wor.
Bro. John Donohoo. If you would like to participate next year, contact John
at 513-831-8950 or donohoo@fuse.net, and he will send information to you
regarding the date and specifics as soon as they become available.
Left to right: Rusty Fischer (Milford No. 54), John Carson (North Bend No. 346),
Aaron Robinson (Yeatman No. 162), and Jim Marshall

